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eMedia has announced that it has added a new feature to its Guitar Method 1 tuition software. The
software now includes a new rock chapter to appeal to a younger breed of aspiring musicians and
strengthen eMedia’s flight in a highly-competitive market place.
Avanquest, formerly known as Guildsoft, has been the UK distributor for eMedia Music software for nearly
4 years. eMedia is the world’s leading publisher of guitar instruction software, with its Guitar
Method range being endorsed by guitar legends such as Nancy Wilson of Heart and Peter Frampton.
Guitar Method 1 V3 is packed with 155 comprehensive lessons, covering basics like strumming the guitar,
playing melodies and fingerpicking. Learning the guitar is fun and simple with over 70 songs including
hits from artists such as Bob Dylan, Grateful Dead and Steve Miller. The new rock chapter includes
lessons on modern rock strumming and movable power chords, incorporating these techniques into the song
‘Knocking on Heaven’s Door’. At the end of the chapter, an online guitar archive lists and links
to chords and songs the guitarist can now play, with hits from artists including; AC/DC, Anthrax,
Audioslave, Black Sabbath, Blink 182, Green Day, Led Zepplin, Metallica, Motorhead, Nirvana, Offspring,
Pantera, Queens of the Stone Age and more!
Also added to eMedia’s range is Guitar Method – Learn to Play Guitar bundle, a great start for any
aspiring guitar players. The bundle includes the eMedia Guitar Method 1 V3 CD-ROM and a high-quality
Oscar Schmidt acoustic guitar. The guitar has a high-gloss finish, Catalpa sides & back, standard X
bracing, rosewood fingerboard, mahogany neck and a fully adjustable truss rod.
Pricing
Guitar Method 1 V3 - £29.74 + VAT
Guitar Method – Learn to Play Guitar Bundle - £85.06 + VAT
About Avanquest UK Limited
Avanquest UK, part of the Global Software Publishing Network, Avanquest, republishes titles under its own
established brands as well as operating virtual offices for leading developers and acting as an exclusive
distribution partner for others. Avanquest’s consumer product portfolio includes Utilities, Graphics,
Music, Astronomy, Digital Imaging and more.
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